




It was easy
Everything was done in a well organized fashion.
well organized lessons
It was kinda hard to me







Yes he explained the material very clearly.
yes he did
He would most of the times explain everything pretty clearly.
good teaching strategies
it was hard to understand







He Explained everything we had to learn for the final.
he explained everything so we could understand
On the more difficult material, he needs to explain it more carefully and longer.
when I had a problem with something difficult and Mr. McCaffrey would re
explain it to me i would understand
hey helped me out alot espically with finding cordinates






He taught us about what we need to know for the test.
yes he told us every methed
He would emphasize the more important topics than the least important topics.
Mr. McCaffrey would tell us what topics/sections the test would mainly focous on





He Had different metheods to learn the subject.
Yes, he was always concerned on our education.
Mr. McCaffrey would always ask how i was doing or if i ever needed help






He motivates students to want to learn.
yes he is hes always in a happy mood and always brings us up
He is one of the most motivated teachers I know.
Mr. McCaffrey is definetly a motivated teacher. he is always hyper and funny so
it helps me stay focoused and it makes the class fun and exciting so instead of
saying, "aww geometry>:p" i say, "yaaerrr i get to go to Geometry today:)"






The assignments were easy
The assignments were helpful most of the times with to understanding the
material.
Practice makes perfect
yay yer





He taught the material at the right speed for me.
Sometimes I think he went through some units a little to quickly.
we would focous on the harder material for a longer amount of time and the not
so hard stuff for a shorter amount of time



























Post tutorials on topics on Youtube
make educational videos to be able to search them up at home
no i would not want to schange anything for next semester maybe if i slowed
dowwn a liitle them it would be ok
for him to have us use our notebooks
help me ! and step by step example
do more hands on assigments
Maybe more study guides .
more of the take home practice test
less home work assignmets
note taking
PLAY DIFFERENTS KINDS OF CLASICAL MUSIC
i wont have him next semester sadly
Im not going to be in this class.
there not much to change becuase hes a great teacher
I'm not going to have Mr. McCaffrey next semester, but he is a great teacher.
Wish I could have him next semester.
I think he should take more time teaching the more difficult stuff.
Let him be my Geometry teacher!!!!!!!!!
I dont have mr mcCaffrey next semester
i dont have this class next semester
I think mister McCaffrey should teach the same he is a very good teacher
I don't have this class next semester
i would like to see Mr.McCaffrey teach a little slower next semester.
help students individually
help students alot more individualy
Go slower on lessons and not rush students to work fast because then they don't
learn

